Recent progress in solving quadratic assignment problems (QAPs) from the QAPLIB test set has come from mixed integer linear or quadratic programming models that are solved in a branchand-bound framework. Semidenite programming bounds for QAP have also been studied in some detail, but their computational impact has been limited so far, mostly due to the restrictive size of the early relaxations. Some recent progress has been made by studying smaller SDP relaxations and by exploiting group symmetry in the QAP data. In this work we introduce a new SDP relaxation where the matrix variables are only of the order of the QAP dimension, and we show how one may exploit group symmetry in the problem data for this relaxation. We also provide a detailed numerical comparison with related bounds from the literature.
Introduction
In this work we will study the quadratic assignment problem (QAP), introduced in 1957 by Koopmans and Beckmann [17] , in its trace formulation: min XP¥n tr@AXBX T A; where A; B P S n¢n (symmetric n ¢ n matrices), and ¥ n denotes the set of n ¢ n permutation matrices.
It is well-known that the QAP is an NP-hard problem, and dicult to solve in practice, even for values of n QH. As the authors of the recent book [8] aptly put it:
All main algorithmic techniques for the exact solution of NP-hard problems have been used for attacking the QAP. The QAP, however, bravely resisted. ' Computational progress has been measured (and driven) in recent years by the success in solving QAP instances from the QAPLIB library [9] . Notable progress in the last decade or so includes work by Nyberg and Westerlund [20] , and Fischetti, Monaci and Salvagnin [13] , who used mixed integer linear programming (MILP) formulations, and by Anstreicher et al. [5, 7, 4, 3] who used convex quadratic programming (QP) relaxations in a branch-and-bound setting to solve previously unsolved QAPLIB instances. A detailed review of computational progress up to 2009 is given in [8, Chapter 8] .
A natural question is whether other convex programming bounds (than LP or QP) also oer computational perspectives. In particular, semidenite programming (SDP) bounds for QAPs have been studied extensively, starting with the seminal work of Zhao, Karisch, Rendl and Wolkowicz [26] in 1998. The problem with the relaxation studied by these authors is that it involves a matrix variable of order n P , and can therefore only be solved eciently by interior point methods for n IS, say. This limitation has prompted research into exploiting group symmetry of the QAP data matrices A and B to obtain smaller SDP problems; see De Klerk and Sotirov [10, 11] . It has also prompted recent research into SDP relaxations of QAP where the matrix variables are of order n; see Mittelmann and Peng [19] and Peng et al. [22, 21] . In both these lines of research the authors were able to compute the best-known lower bounds for some QAPLIB instances.
The work presented in this paper is in the spirit of these earlier works on SDP relaxations, and the contributions are threefold:
We introduce a new SDP relaxation (called the eigenspace relaxation) where the matrix variables are of order n;
We compare the performance of the new relaxation to other convex relaxations for the QAPLIB test set, and do a theoretical comparison of some SDP bounds as well;
We show how to exploit group symmetry in the QAP data matrices for the new relaxation, and illustrate the theory with the example of the QAP reformulation of the traveling salesman problem (TSP).
Our numerical results show that the new relaxation compares favourably to the best SDP bound from [22, 21] for n PS. Moreover, the new relaxation is more suitable for exploiting group symmetry in the QAP data.
The ultimate aim of our work is to present an appropriate choice of an SDP relaxation that can be successfully used at a given node within a branch-and-bound framework, where both the size and the group symmetry properties of the underlying QAP problem are taken into account.
1 Semidenite programming relaxations of the QAP In this section we review two SDP bounds form the literature and introduce a new relaxation, called the eigenspace relaxation.
The QAP-R 3 relaxation by Zhao, Karish, Rendl and Wolkowicz
In 1998, Zhao, Karish, Rendl and Wolkowicz [26] derived a seminal semidenite relaxation of the QAP, called QAP-R Q . The resulting lower bounds have proved to be quite strong in practice. Here we will use its reformulation by Povh and Rendl [23] .
Before doing so, recall that the Kronecker product C D of matrices C a @C ij A P R m¢n and D a @D ij A P R r¢s is the mr ¢ ns block matrix with block @i; jA given by C ij D (i a I; : : : ; m, j a I; : : : ; n). We will also use the notation E ij to denote a matrix with @i; jAth entry equal to I, and all other entries zero, and J and I to denote the all-ones and identity matrices of order n, respectively. min §PR n 2 ¢n 2 tre @B A §A s:t:
tre @I E ii §A a I i a I; : : : ; n; tre @E ii I §A a I i a I; : : : ; n; tre @@J JA §A a n P ; tre @q §A a H; § # H; § ! H; If we dene ve@¡A as the operator that maps an n ¢ n matrix to an n P -vector by stacking its columns, then the matrix variable § may be viewed as a relaxation of ve@XA ve@XA T for X P ¥ n . Thus we may view § as having the following block structure: § Xa 
where § @ijA P R n¢n (I i; j n). The o-diagonal elements of the blocks § @iiA are zero @i a I; : : : ; nA, while the dig@ § @ijA A a H if i T a j, where dig X R n¢n 3 R n is the operator that maps an n ¢ n matrix to its diagonal.
We will also use the following properties for feasible solutions §. where e denotes the all-ones vector.
These observations will be used later when comparing dierent relaxations.
The price of using the strong (QAP-R Q ) relaxation is the high computational eort required for QAP instances of size n > IS, since the matrix variable § is of order n P . The aim in this work is to study alternative SDP relaxations that can be used for higher dimensional instances.
1.2 Minimal trace sum-matrix splitting (SDRMS-sum) by Mittelmann, Peng et al.
Recently Mittelmann, Peng et al. [19, 21] introduced a new class of semidenite programming relaxations which is based on a matrix splitting approach. In the subsequent work of Peng et al. [22] , a new matrix splitting variant is considered and a detailed numerical analysis is given. The main advantage of these relaxations is that they involve matrix variables of order n (as opposed to n P for (QAP-R Q )).
In our work we concentrate on the minimal trace sum-matrix splitting introduced by Peng et al. [22] which seems to oer the most promising results. To this end, recall that a matrix M is called a sum-matrix if M a ue T C eu T for some u P R n .
Mittelmann, Peng et al. [22, 21] propose a sum-matrix splitting:
B a B I B P ; (2) where B P is a positive semidenite matrix and B I Xa ue T C eu T C hig @dA (3) with u; d P R n , and where the operator hig X R n 3 R n¢n maps an n-vector to an n ¢n diagonal matrix in the obvious way.
The idea is that one now has, for X P ¥ n , XBX T a Xue T C eu T X T C hig @XdA XB P X T ; and that the quadratic term may be linearized by using the fact that B P # H. Introducing a new variable Y P that corresponds to XB P X T , one may replace the condition Y P XB P X T a H by the tractable condition Y P XB P X T # H. The latter is indeed tractable, since it may be rewritten as the linear matrix Peng et al. [22] introduced additional constraints based on the observation that, if Y a XBX T , then the ith row of Y is a permutation of the ith row of XB (for any i P fI; : : : ; ng).
In particular, the minimum o-diagonal element of row i of Y equals the minimum o-diagonal element of row i of XB. This may be represented by requiring, We represent this constraint by dening v P @MA as the n-vector of row norms of M P R n¢n , so that the relevant constraint becomes:
v P @Y A Xv P @BA :
As before, we may include the analogous constraints for Y P and Y s .
Thus the nal SDRMS-sum relaxation from [22] This formulation suggests the idea of introducing new matrix variables: Q @iA that correspond to Xq (10) is satised. To complete the eigenspace relaxation, we also add the valid linear inequalities (4) In this section we show that the QAP-R Q bound is at least as tight the eigenspace relaxation bound and the SDRMS-sum bounds respectively. This is not surprising in view of the much larger size of the QAP-R Q program, but the proof is still insightful.
We will see in the next section via numerical examples that there is no ordering between the SDRMS-sum and eigenspace relaxation bounds.
Theorem 2.1. The (QAP-R Q ) bound dominates the eigenspace relaxation bound.
Proof. Assume that § is a given feasible solution of QAP-R Q and that it therefore has the block structure (1).
We will construct a feasible solution of the eigenspace relaxation with the same objective, namely tr @B A §A.
Note that, using B a n kaI k q @kA q @kAT , we may rewrite the objective value at § as tre @B A §A a tr 
If one also denes a matrix X P R n¢n with ith column given by the diagonal of § @iiA @i a I; : : : ; nA, then one may verify that this gives a feasible solution of the eigenspace relaxation. Indeed, note that X is nonnegative and satises Xe a X T e a e, by Theorem 1.1(ii). Moreover, since we have § dig@ §A dig@ §A T # H by Theorem 1.1(i), we may take the Hadamard (componentwise) product of the left hand side with the positive semidenite matrix q @kA q @kAT J to obtain the positive semidenite matrix:
The rst left hand side term has the same block structure as §, and block @i; jA is given by q @kA i q @kA j § @i;jA .
Thus the sum of all the blocks is precisely Q @kA , by (11 
Thus (12), (13), and (14) We will see from numerical examples in the next section that the (QAP-R Q ) bound can be (and usually is) strictly better than the eigenspace relaxation bound. Similarly, one may show that the (QAP-R Q ) bound is at least as tight as the (SDRMS-sum) bound. Since the proof is similar to that of the previous theorem, we only sketch the proof. and, also as before, dene the matrix X P R n¢n with ith column given by dig § @iiA ¡ @i a I; : : : ; nA, then one may verify that this gives a feasible solution of (SDRMS-sum). The rest of the proof is completely analogous to that of Theorem 2.1, and is therefore omitted.
Numerical results
In this section we present numerical results for the relaxations introduced in the rst section as well as for some other lower bounds from the literature. We tested all relaxations on the same machine (six core 3.33 GHz processor). Furthermore, we ran the relaxations under Matlab 2011b and used CPLEX 1 for the linear programming problems and SeDuMi [24] or SDPT3 [25] for solving SDP problems.
For the SDRMS-sum and eigenspace relaxations we ran both orderings of the input parameters A and B, and took as lower bound the best bound; we added up both run-times to obtain the total computational time.
To express the quality of lower bounds, we dened the gap as the following ratio between optimal solution opt (or best known feasible solution) and the computed lower bound l via:
Furthermore, in Table 1 we only ran instances for which computing the bounds took less than IH; HHH seconds. If the computation took longer than that, an empty space appears in the table.
In addition to the SDP bounds, we also include data in Table 1 for the level 1 and 2 reformulationlinearization technique (RLT) bounds for QAP. These are LP bounds studied in [2] (RLT1 bounds), and [1] (RLT2 bounds). From Table 1 we see that the respective computational times for the RLT1 and RLT2 LP relaxations and the QAP-R Q SDP relaxation are already prohibitive for instances of dimension less than IS, due to the rapidly growing sizes of the underlying optimization problems.
1 http://www-03.ibm.com/software/products/us/en/ibmilogcpleoptistud/ The sum-matrix splitting and eigenspace SDP relaxations require less computational time but their respective bounds are weaker than the QAP-R Q bounds. This observation is illustrated in Figures 1 and  2 , where we only plot the results for the smaller Nugent TSPLIB instances. In what follows we concentrate on bounds that may be readily computed for a range of values n > IS. In addition to the SDRMS-sum and eigenspace bounds, we consider the well-known Gilmore-Lawler bound (GLB) [14, 18] as well as the QPB0 quadratic programming bound introduced by Anstreicher and Brixius [5] . Both the GLB and QPB0 bounds may be computed very cheaply; we include these bounds only as reference point for the quality of bounds that may be obtained at very low computational costs, and do not include the actual computational times for these bounds, since these are negligible compared to those for the SDP bounds. The results are shown in Tables 3, 4 , and 5 for QAPLIB instances. It is clear from the tables that the SDP bounds compare favourable to the GLB and QPB0 bounds in terms of the gap. On the other hand, the SDP bounds are signicantly more expensive to compute.
Moreover, the eigenspace relaxation provides stronger lower bounds than SDRMS-sum for most of the QAPLIB instances, but also requires more computational time. This is illustrated by the scatter-plot in Figure 3 , where the gaps and computational times are plotted of ten QAPLIB instances with n a IT.
The overall picture is therefore what one would expect: the quality of the lower bound improves as the computational demand increases.
Symmetry reduction
Surprisingly often, QAP instances have data matrices with large automorphism groups; for example, in [10] the symmetry of the QAPLIB instances is described in detail. As shown in [10] , one may exploit such symmetry to reduce the size of the QAP-R Q relaxation. In this section, we will show a similar result for the new eigenspace relaxation. We will rst give some background on symmetry reduction, and then explain how this applies to the eigenspace relaxation. Finally, by way of example, we will show how the eigenspace relaxation of the traveling salesman problem, when formulated as a QAP, reduces to a linear program with one additional second-order cone constraint.
Background on symmetry
Let n denote the symmetric group on fI; : : : ; ng. With each permutation P n , we associate an n ¢ n permutation matrix P P ¥ n , dened by @P A ij a & I if @jA a i H else @i; j a I; : : : ; nA Thus, for any X P R n¢n one has P T XP ¡ ij a X @iA;@jA @i; j a I; : : : ; nA:
The automorphism group aut@XA of a matrix X is the group of permutations that satises X ij a X @iA;@jA @i; j a I; : : : ; nA @A X a P T XP :
The centralizer ring (or commutant) of a permutation group q & n is the set of all matrices such with automorphism group q: e q Xa fX P R n¢n j P T XP a X V P qg: The centralizer ring e q is a matrix *-algebra, i.e. a linear subspace of R n¢n that is also closed under matrix multiplication and under taking the transpose.
The orthogonal projection of a matrix X P R n¢n onto e q is given by e q @XA a I jqj Pq P T XP :
The projection operator is known as the Reynolds operator of q.
Symmetry reduction for the eigenspace relaxation
We are interested in the situation where QAP data matrix A has a non-trivial automorphism group, and will show how the size of the eigenspace relaxation may typically be reduced in this situation.
Lemma 4.1. Assume X, Q @IA , : : :, Q @nA is optimal for the eigenspace relaxation, and let P aut@AA.
Then the following is also optimal:
" Q @iA a P T Q @iA P @i a I; : : : ; nA; " X a P X:
The proof is by direct verication, and is therefore omitted.
Since the optimal set of the eigenspace relaxation is convex, we immediately have the following corollary.
Corollary 4.2. Assume X, Q @IA , : : :, Q @nA is optimal for the eigenspace relaxation. Then the following is also optimal: Q @iA a I jaut@AAj Paut@AA P T Q @iA P @i a I; : : : ; nA; X a I jaut@AAj Paut@AA P X:
As a consequence, we may assume that Q @iA P e aut@AA @i a I; : : : ; nA. Moreover, we may assume that, for each column of X, the entries corresponding to a given orbit of aut@AA are equal. If e aut@AA is lowdimensional as a vector space, then this gives a signicant reduction in the number of variables. Moreover, since e aut@AA is a matrix £-algebra, it may be block-diagonalized by a suitable unitary transformation.
Thus the linear matrix inequalities may be brought into block-diagonal form, and this may in turn be exploited by interior point algorithms. For more details on symmetry reduction in SDP, see e.g. [6] . We will limit our discussion here to an example of how one may exploit symmetry in the eigenspace relaxation of the QAP formulation of the traveling salesman problem.
Before doing so, it is important to note that the SDRMS-sum relaxation is much less amenable to symmetry reduction: the introduction of the vectors u and d there typically destroys the symmetry.
Example of symmetry reduction: the traveling salesman problem
The traveling salesman problem (TSP) may be stated as nding a Hamiltonian cycle of minimum length in a complete graph on n vertices with edge lengths given by the entries of a matrix B P S n¢n .
It is well-known that the TSP may be written as the QAP: 
As a consequence, aut@AA is the dihedral group D n , and its commutant is the algebra of symmetric n ¢n circulant matrices.
As a result we may perform symmetry reduction on the eigenspace relaxation of the QAP formulation of TSP to obtain the following, equivalent, but reduced reformulation. Proof. The proof is similar to the symmetry reduction for the (QAP-R Q ) relaxation that is described in detail in [12] ; we therefore only sketch the proof here. Since the dihedral group only has one orbit, we may assume that all columns of X have the same entries, by Corollary 4.2. This means that we may assume X a I n J.
Moreover, also by Corollary 4.2, we have that the Q @iA s may be assumed to be symmetric circulant matrices. A symmetric circulant matrix is completely determined by the rst d CI entries of its rst row, and its eigenvalues are linear functions of these entries. In particular, for a given i P fI; Note that the eigenspace relaxation reduces to a linear program with one additional second-order cone constraint. The number of variables (the @iA j s) is of the order n P and the number of linear constraints is of the same order.
In Table 6 we compare the eigenspace relaxation bound to the QAP-R Q bound and the Help-Karp bound [16] for some small instances from the library TSPLIB. Table 6 : Gaps on some small TSPLIB instances from various convex relaxations.
As one may expect, the eigenspace relaxation bound is signicantly weaker than the QAP-R Q and HelpKarp bound respectively, but it is also much cheaper to compute. In particular, it may be solved in a fraction of a second for the instances in Table 6 .
Moreover one may potentially add cutting planes to strengthen the relaxation. To this end, it is helpful to note the relation between the variables in the reduced eigenspace and QAP-R Q relaxations. It is shown in [12] that the QAP-R Q relaxation for TSP reduces to: where d a n=P. The variables X @kA (k a I; : : : ; d) correspond to the distance matrices of the optimal tour: X @IA corresponds to the adjacency matrix of the optimal tour, X @PA to the adjacency matrix of vertices at distance P in the optimal tour, etc.
It is therefore insightful to note that one has the following correspondence between the variables in the eigenspace relaxation, and those of the QAP-R Q relaxation. is feasible for the eigenspace relaxation, and the two objective values are equal.
As a consequence, one may add valid inequalities for X @IA , like the subtour elimination inequalities, to the eigenspace relaxation. It remains a topic for future research to see if one may obtain computationally interesting relaxations in this way.
Concluding remarks
Our numerical results suggest a size-dependent choice of relaxations for solving the quadratic assignment problem within a branch-and-bound framework: This choice also depends on the group symmetry of the QAP data matrices: if these have large automorphism groups, then one may use the eigenspace relaxation for larger values of n.
The future aim of this work is therefore to complete a branch-and-bound implementation along these lines, and to compare it with other complete solution approaches.
